
#84047 DUPLICATE-IT
TIPS AND TRICKS FOR USE

To square-up a

workpiece, 

remove the stop

plate, then loosen

the two knobs

that hold down

the clamp bar.

Now slide the

workpiece 

underneath the

clamp bar. 

Position the

workpiece against the fence, then tighten the clamp bar screws. Guide 

the razor blade along the inside edge of the clamp bar to scribe or cut the 

material. Loosen the clamp bar screw and remove the piece. If you had

not cut all the way through, flex the sheet to snap apart the cut.

MM102909

Position the stop

plate the desired

distance from the

inside edge of

the clamp bar. 

To assure

squareness, be

sure the stop

plate is in good

contact with one

fence or the

other, then clamp

the stop plate in

place (you can

reposition the clamps as required to hold the stop plate securely). Load

the workpiece into the tool as described above and make the cut.

Duplicate parts

are made by

leaving the stop

plate in position

when you load

and unload more

workpieces.

WARNING!: Use of this tool on certain materials (e.g.: walnut) 

may expose the user to chemicals known by the state of California 

to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Note: This tool employs a razor blade. Do not let your fingers or
any other parts of your body come in contact with the cutting

edge of the blade; doing so may result in dreadful personal injury.
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